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USER MANUAL

INTRODUCTION TO ROADBOTICS 
RoadBotics empowers governments and communities to make objective, data-driven decisions about their road networks. We 
automate image mapping and road assessments, generating interactive maps, unbiased ratings, and practical tools to save time and 
taxpayer dollars for hundreds of communities across the country and around the world.

RoadBotics started with an advanced artificial intelligence (AI) product capable of automatically assessing roadways that has enabled 
over 250 governments worldwide to objectively manage their road networks. Since then, RoadBotics has expanded into additional 
government-focused solutions including video logging, sidewalk assessments, and citizen engagement tools. These tools seamlessly 
integrate into the existing AI technology to deliver world-class public infrastructure asset management.

Governments of any size, from small rural communities to larger state and federal entities, are able to create data-driven strategies 
using RoadBotics. Whether it’s managing tactical day-to-day operations or enhancing strategic planning, RoadBotics technology 
results in taxpayer savings, improved efficiencies, and ultimately, better services for every citizen. 

RoadWay
RoadWay is RoadBotics’s proprietary web-based software platform for viewing, managing, and analyzing pavement assessment data. 
Data is displayed on a color-coded GIS-enabled map along with advanced reporting and administrative capabilities.

RoadBotics offers three RoadWay subscription types: RoadWay Basic, RoadWay Plus, and RoadWay Maintenance.

RoadWay Basic

The RoadWay Basic subscription is RoadBotics original product offering. The automated assessment process combines the 
simplicity of using a smartphone for data collection with the power of expertly developed artificial intelligence (AI)-based analysis 
to generate objective and actionable pavement condition data. This approach is more efficient and economical than traditional 
pavement assessment methods. 

Pavement conditions are rated on RoadBotics’s Rating Scale from 1-5, where 1 equates to ‘no or minor surface distress’ and 5 is 
‘major surface damage and/or critical fatigue issues’. The ratings are color-coded from red to green, rating 1 to 5 respectively. This 
makes it very easy for users to discern roads in either poor or good condition on the map. 

A RoadWay Basic subscription gives users the tools needed for pavement management planning. The interactive map, color-coded 
ratings, and exportable data allow users to make data-driven decisions about what needs to be repaired now and in the future.

RoadWay Plus

RoadWay Plus includes all of the features of the RoadWay Basic subscription plus Individual Distress Identification (IDI) and HD-
PCI ratings. As the name suggests, IDI identifies the location, density, and severity of six pavement distresses in the road network: 
potholes, fatigue cracking, transverse/longitudinal cracking, surface deterioration, pavement distortions, and sealant/patches. IDI 
gives users the knowledge to understand what pavement distress(es) are responsible for the pavement’s poor ratings. 

The latest advancement in IDI technology is HD-PCI, a proprietary pavement condition rating index on a 0-100 scale from failed 
to satisfactory. This hyper-granular index provides users with segment-level pavement condition ratings from intersection to 
intersection, along with a network-level HD-PCI rating that can be compared from assessment to assessment.
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RoadWay Plus takes pavement management planning one step further with IDI and HD-PCI features. Included with this subscription 
are advanced reporting and data analysis to simplify planning for repairs, routine, or preventive maintenance.

RoadWay Maintenance

The RoadWay Maintenance subscription is RoadBotics solution for simplifying routine pavement maintenance projects. The 
subscription comes with two detections per year: a pothole detection, which is recommended for completion in the spring, and a 
crack detection that is advised for fall.

After each data collection round, RoadBotics AI identifies every pothole or crack in the network. That point-level data is mapped on 
RoadWay along with HD 1080p imagery and a layer that signposts each distress incidence. The data is mapped without pavement 
ratings to clearly illustrate the prevalence of potholes or cracking in the network.

 

ROADWAY BASIC
The automated pavement assessment process occurs in four steps: Blueprinting, Data Collection, AI Analysis, and delivery of the 
results on RoadWay.

Blueprinting

Map Submission

The first step in any RoadBotics pavement assessment is for the client to submit a map of jurisdictional roads for blueprinting. 
RoadBotics’s Cartography Team will use the map in the blueprinter and determine road network mileage. 

The preferred file types are shapefile, GeoJSON, .kml, or .kmz; however, if the client does not have a map in one of the 
aforementioned file types, .pdf, .jpg, or .png can also be submitted (this includes .jpg or .pdf of the printshop, tourist, or “placemat 
maps”). 

Prior to sending the map file, the client must identify all roads the jurisdiction is responsible for maintaining and include those on 
the map.

The client should consider the following scenarios and exclude all roads the jurisdiction is not responsible for maintaining:

• Alleyways: Determine which alleyways, if any, should be assessed

• Non-Jurisdiction Roads: State, Interstate, Federal, County, Parish, or private roads

• Public Entities: Park, cemetery, golf course, university campus, or hospital campus roads

• Private Entities: Housing developments, driveways, etc.

Blueprinting

The purpose of blueprinting is to digitize the client’s map for data collection. Cartographers match the submitted static road 
segments to RoadBotics’s interactive Blueprinter map segments. This produces the map which will be used for the rest of the 
process.

In the Blueprinting process, OpenStreetMap (OSM) is used as the base map. The road data from the submitted map file is imported 
into RoadBotics’s platform and the segments are matched automatically to OSM data or by selected manually by the cartographer. 

1. Import the existing client map into Blueprinter Tool.

2. If the map is submitted in a preferred file type, the majority of imported segments are automatically matched to the OSM 
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data. Inevitably, a minority of segments have to be manually selected and then special cases (described below) are accounted for.

3. For maps submitted in an image file type, road segments must be manually selected to match OSM data. Cartographers use 
OSM data to delineate the client’s jurisdictional boundary. That data is imported into the Blueprinter Tool and then all the 
roads that fall within that boundary are manually selected, leaving out non-jurisdictional roads such as federal, state, and 
county highways. Special cases (described below) are also accounted for.

4. The special cases are as follows:

a. OSM Updates: For any road segment without a match, OSM is edited by adding the appropriate segment, whether it 
is an exact or reasonable match.

b. Non-collectibles: A road segment in the client map without a suitable match in OSM or is not present on the 
satellite imagery. This includes ‘paper streets’, roads under construction, or those moved/removed to change the 
transportation network.

After the blueprint is complete, it is sent to the client as a GeoJSON file for approval. The Cartography Team will make any necessary 
adjustments to the digital map.

Route Creation

The final step in Blueprinting is to create the routes used for data collection by routing the approved blueprint using RideWithGPS. 
The process creates the most efficient routes via turn-by-turn navigation. Data collection will be covered in depth in the next 
section, but at a high level, the process consists of following multiple predetermined routes until the entire road network is covered. 

The Cartography Team uses RideWithGPS to create routes using the blueprint as a guide. They find a good starting point and 
digitize an efficient route pattern. Typically, routes are around eight miles long and, where possible, a new route continues at the 
end of the previous route.

The Cartography Team considers the following when creating routes:

• Efficiency: the team looks for roundabouts, one-way roads, no turn signs, cul de sacs, dual carriageways, etc. to determine 
the most efficient route. 

• Safety: when ending a route, the team looks for safe places with parking or pull-offs.

• Disjointed road segments: the team begins a route at a cul de sac or near the end of the road segment and ends it in a 
similar manner. Often, the next route will begin at the following disjointed road segment. Data collectors can use GPS to 
navigate to the starting point which saves time and unnecessary mileage.  

Once all roads on the blueprint have been routed, the project’s Shortcut Code or QR Code is sent to the Customer Experience 
Team to pass onto the client.

The routes created in RideWithGPS will be used again after data collection is complete to ensure that all of the roads contained on 
the final blueprint are covered. 

Data Collection
RoadBotics’s data collection is a simple and straightforward process that only requires smartphone devices and minimal equipment. 
With this approach, there is no need to take notes on road conditions while driving or to exit the vehicle to inspect distresses. The 
purpose of data collection is to collect pavement condition data for the entire road network. The resulting video footage is analyzed 
by RoadBotics’s AI. Clients are required to collect data for the assessment.
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Data Collection Applications

Data collection occurs through two proprietary smartphone applications, RoadSense and RoadNav. The Customer Experience team 
will provide links for app download.

RoadSense turns a simple smartphone into an advanced data collection tool that collects high-definition, 1080p video footage of 
the road network. After collection is complete, the footage is uploaded to the cloud and analyzed by RoadBotics AI.

The customized routes created in the blueprinting stage will appear on RoadNav, RoadBotics’ navigation application. RoadNav 
delivers turn-by-turn instructions to guarantee complete network coverage during data collection.

Required Equipment

There are only a few essential items required for data collection. Items can be purchased through Amazon.com or most retailers. 
The Customer Experience Team will provide clients with an Amazon ‘wishlist’ for easy online purchasing. 

1. Smartphone for data collection: This device will collect footage using RoadSense and is mounted to the windshield. The 
device must be Android.

2. Smartphone for road navigation: This device will use RoadNav for turn-by-turn navigation. The device can be Apple or 
Android.

3. Car charger and cords: To keep the smartphones charged while collecting data.

4. Windshield Mount: To hold the data collection smartphone in the windshield.

5. Polarizing lens: The lens fits over the data collection smartphone camera to reduce glare while collecting footage.

6. White note card or paper: Place on the dashboard under the data collection smartphone to reduce glare.

7. Windshield cleaner and microfiber cloths: To ensure the windshield and smartphone cameras are clear of smudges, 
debris, and streaks before data collection begins.

Data Collection Instructions

Before data collection begins, a member of the Customer Experience Team will meet with the client to explain the process and 
answer questions. Below is a high-level overview of how to install the equipment, how to use the apps, and best practices for data 
collection.

There are six steps involved in equipment installation. Make sure the windshield and smartphone cameras are clean before 
beginning.

1. Attach the window mount by placing it as high and centered on the windshield as possible to ensure optimum roadway 
visibility. Avoid placing on the textured dots.

2. Set up and adjust the data collection smartphone (using RoadSense) to the mount. Adjust the mount so that the phone’s 
camera is angled downward toward the road and the device is parallel to the ground.

3. Plug the smartphone into the car charger.

4. Install the polarizing lens by placing it over the phone’s camera. The lens must be perfectly centered over the phone’s 
camera to avoid a vignette.

5. Adjust the polarizing lens by placing the white notecard or paper on the dashboard. Rotate the polarizer lens until the 
reflection of the paper disappears as much as possible.

6. Get a second opinion of the installation by emailing or texting a member of the Customer Experience Team a picture of the 
setup prior to collection. When given a tentative collection schedule, a member of the Team will reply within 10 minutes.
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Collecting road network video footage is simple using RoadSense. Download the app from the link provided to you and log in. Select 
the project from the “Available Projects’ dropdown menu, then ‘Get Started’. Press ‘Record’ to begin the data collection session, 
‘Pause’ to stop the collection but remain in the Data Collection View, and ‘Stop’ at the end of data collection. After collection is 
complete, connect to WIFI and upload the data by selecting the project from the ‘Data Upload’ menu, then ‘Upload Now.’

The routes created in the Blueprinting stage are accessible in RoadNav by a unique download code. Before data collection begins, 
connect to WIFI, enter the code in the app, and download the routes. Select an event then begin with the first route in the event. A 
route’s endpoint is generally the start of the next route in the sequence. Remember to select ‘Record’ on the data collection phone. 
Undriven routes are displayed in blue and will change to red as it is driven. Collect as many routes as possible before uploading the 
data.

There are a few best practices when planning the data collection drive. Following these will ensure that the road footage is clearly 
visible and of high quality.

• Weather: The roads must be dry during data collection. Cloudy days are ideal because it provides diffuse lighting and 
reduces shadows. Avoid driving when strong sunlight is directed at the windshield.

• Timing: Only collect data during daylight hours. Collect during the peak sunlight hours, three hours after sunrise and three 
hours before sunset.

• Speed: Always drive at the posted speed limit. When possible (sparse traffic, neighborhoods), drive below the speed limit to 
improve data quality. When driving on harsh surfaces (dirt/gravel/bumpy roads), drive as slowly as safely possible to make 
sure the phone captures stable images.

• Distance: Maintain a distance of at least two car lengths between the vehicle ahead for the phone to capture the road. At 
stop signs or traffic lights, let the vehicle in front go before driving resumes.

Quality and Accuracy Check

The Cartography Team will perform a coverage quality and accuracy check to ensure the footage quality is suitable for AI analysis. 
Additionally, the collected data is compared against the blueprinted map to ensure 100% network coverage.

If the quality is unsuitable or there are missing portions of the road network, the Cartography Team will create Diff-Routes to collect 
the poor quality or missing roads. The data recollection process for Diff-Routes is the same as normal data collection. Once the data 
is approved by the Quality Assurance and Cartography Teams, it is analyzed by RoadBotics AI.

AI Analysis
RoadBotics uses a set of computer vision models to identify distresses and assign pavement ratings. One benefit of using AI for 
data collection and initial assessment is objectivity. The model is consistent in assessing pavement conditions in contrast to manual 
inspection where one or multiple field crew collect and interpret the information, often resulting in contradicting viewpoints and 
subjectivity.

Training

Computer vision techniques generally involve doing automated assessments of image or video data. Specifically, RoadBotics uses 
artificial deep neural networks to train models that can generalize from one data set (hundreds of thousands of manually labeled 
and expertly rated road images, or training data) to another data set (new images of pavement collected by clients). The model 
learns pixel by pixel how to identify the labeled features in the training data, and then finds them in new unseen images, and further 
learns how to generalize features to ratings. For example, images with potholes warrant severe ratings. Over time, the amount and 
variety of labeled data that the model processes increases; therefore, the models’ accuracy and RoadBotics’ product improves.
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RoadBotics’s Ratings

On RoadWay, AI-generated pavement ratings are presented at three levels: point, segment, and network. Point-level data is the 
most granular, pavement condition ratings are displayed every ten feet. Points contain the corresponding high-definition 1080p 
road image, pavement rating, and metadata, such as GPS coordinate and street address. Those points are averaged to determine 
segment-level ratings from intersection to intersection. Lastly, the point-level data are aggregated to derive the network-level rating, 
a numerical representation of the road network’s overall condition. When compared from assessment to assessment, the network-
level rating can indicate whether a pavement management strategy was successful or not.

RoadBotics’s approach to pavement assessments and ratings has been one of objectivity, simplicity, and accuracy. The RoadBotics’s 
Rating system is a 1-5 scale, where 1 equates to ‘no or minor surface distress’ and 5 is ‘major surface damage and/or critical fatigue 
issues’

• Level 1: No or minor surface distress

• Level 2: Minor surface damage, no critical issues

• Level 3: Appearance of pervasive minor distress or early signs of fatigue

• Level 4: Significant damage or emerging critical failures

• Level 5: Major surface damage and/or critical fatigue issues 

Quality Control

To ensure the models are producing consistently accurate results, RoadBotics Quality Control Team confirms the ratings by 
comparing them to the images. Not only does this process prevent the model from becoming a “black box” of uncontrollable and 
unrepeatable analysis, but it also helps improve the results and guarantee a high-quality product. 

Data Uploaded to RoadWay
On RoadWay, RoadBotics’ proprietary GIS-enabled software platform, users view and manage the assessment results on a color-
coded map with conditionally rated road imagery every ten feet. This granularity is vital to pavement management because users 
can pinpoint precise locations for maintenance and improvements. Integrated features such as the distance and area tools, 
dynamic segmentation, and embedded maps enable users to analyze and share the assessment.

Before the assessment results are delivered, the Cartography Team will mitigate the effects of GPS drift by aligning the point-level 
data to its intended location. After this final quality check is complete, the client is ready to view the results.

Assessment Delivery

Upon project completion, a member of the Customer Experience Team will notify the client and provide instructions about how to 
view the assessment. For new clients, it is highly recommended to schedule a walkthrough of RoadWay and the results at this time.

During the walkthrough, the Customer Experience Expert will explain the results of the assessments, features of RoadWay, and 
answer any questions.

Features Guide

RoadWay is packed with features that make viewing, managing, and analyzing assessment data easy. The four components of 
RoadWay are the assessment map, road report analysis, admin panel, and additional functionality. 

1. Assessment Map

The base layer of the map is hosted through OpenStreetMap, and the assessment data is layered on top of it. On the left side panel 
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is the overall network score, amount of centerline mileage, street address search, and segment and point level rating filtering.

After logging onto RoadWay, the initial view of the map has all segment-level ratings toggled on, represented by colored lines. This 
is for data visibility and clarity purposes. To see point-level data, toggle it on and zoom in to make the points clearer. The point-level 
data are represented as colored dots. The colors at the segment and point levels correlate to the RoadBotics Rating.

Click on a point to produce a pane of point-level information on the right side of the map, including the HD image, street address, 
GPS coordinates, time stamp, and the direction the vehicle is traveling. Press the ‘play’ button to activate the Virtual Driver feature, 
which automatically jumps from point to point, simulating driving down the road. Alternatively, select the ‘PREV’ or ‘NEXT’ buttons to 
move one point at a time.

A larger blue and grey circle with a white arrow will appear on the map when a point is selected. This indicates the vehicle’s 
direction, because the white arrow represents the view of the road visible in the point-level image.

The toolbox in the bottom left corner of the map contains useful tools for assessing particular map areas.

• Dynamic Segmentation: allows the user to highlight a particular map area to generate aggregated rating information. When 
this occurs, the Dynamic Segmentation pane will pop up on the right side and display rating information, average rating, 
length of segments, and street name. This table can be exported as a CSV. Users can manually select segments, click and 
drag to highlight, or use the Polygon Lasso tool to draw a unique shape.

• Area: the area tool will generate the area of any closed shape drawn on the map. The area is displayed in either squared feet 
or meters.

• Distance: similarly, the distance tool will measure the distance between any two points placed on the map. Distance is 
measured in feet or meters.

• Present: switches the map into 3D mode.

• Clear: removes all drawn elements.

• Location: recenters the map.

• Map types: displays the background map in different modes, including a dark map, light map, satellite map, and  
topographic map.

2. Road Report Analysis

Access the Road Report Analysis from the assessment map under the Network Score and Centerline Mileage boxes. The Road 
Report displays a pie chart with the percentage breakdown of points at each rating. To the right is an overview of the length and 
scores of roads in various classifications. Note, the road classifications are generated by OpenStreetMap. Scroll down to see the 
score and statistics for each classification type.

3. Admin Panel

Access the Admin Panel by selecting the person icon in the top right corner. Under the Users tab, view existing users or invite and 
create new users in RoadWay. Under the Assessments tab is a list of all the client’s pavement assessments. 

Under the Embedded Maps tab, create a customized version of the assessment map to embed into a website. The map can be 
customized by selecting the visible point or segment layers. For example, a client may want to display only roads that are a paving 
priority by selecting 4s and 5s. After the desired map is generated, embed it into a website by copying and pasting the code into an 
HTML editor.

4. Other Functionality

On the very left of each component of RoadWay is a light gray sidebar. At the very bottom are the user’s initials. Here, the user 
can make changes to his/her profile.
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The gear icon is the settings. Within settings, the color mode can be changed to accommodate for colorblindness by changing the 
rating colors. Additionally, the units can be changed between imperial and metric.

The question mark icon allows users to connect directly with the Customer Experience Team via email to ask questions. The bell 
icon is for notifications and other resources. 

5. Data Accessibility

The preferred method for viewing a RoadBotics pavement assessment is through RoadWay. However, clients can also receive 
spreadsheet or geospatial data.

RoadBotics spreadsheet data is best utilized for quantitative analysis of the roads. The data is delivered in a CSV file and viewable in 
any spreadsheet software. The file contains raw segment-level data and segment breakdown summary. Segments cover the length 
of the road up to one kilometer, and longer roads are fractured into multiple segments.

For clients who use an existing asset management platform, RoadBotics will supply the geospatial data in a shapefile that easily 
integrates into most GIS-enabled platforms. The geospatial data fills the void of pavement condition data and simplifies the 
pavement management planning process.

 

ROADWAY PLUS
The automated pavement assessment process for RoadWay Plus is the same as RoadWay Basic: Blueprinting, Data Collection, AI 
Analysis, and delivery of the results on RoadWay. 

RoadWay Plus assessments contain all of the features and analysis associated with a RoadWay Basic subscription plus Individual 
Distress Identification (IDI) and HD-PCI ratings. This section will explain the additional features and analysis. 

Blueprinting
The blueprinting process is the same as the RoadWay Basic subscription. Please refer to page 4 to learn more.

Data Collection
The data collection process is the same as the RoadWay Basic subscription. Please refer to page 5 to learn more.

AI Analysis
The AI Analysis training, RoadBotics Ratings, and quality control processes are the same as the RoadWay Basic subscription. Please 
refer to page 7 and page 8 to learn more about those components of the AI process. 

This section explains the distresses identified by RoadBotics AI and the process for generating HD-PCI ratings. 

Identifying Pavement Distresses

Using ASTM D6433 as the standard for defining and assessing pavement distresses, RoadBotics’s AI model was trained to identify 
eighteen distresses that fall into six categories:

In each ten-foot section of the road being analyzed, the presence and/or pervasiveness of one or multiple pavement distresses will 
factor into the pavement rating. Pervasive distressing will result in a poor rating, whereas newly paved roads will have a good rating. 
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CATEGORY DISTRESSES AND DEFINITIONS*

Potholes Potholes: “small bowl-shaped depressions in the pavement surface”

Lane Shoulder Drop-off: “difference between the settlement or erosion of the  
shoulder and the pavement travel-lane edge

Fatigue Cracking Alligator Cracking: “a series of interconnected cracks caused by fatigue failure of the 
asphalt concrete surface under repeated traffic loading”

Edge Cracking: “cracks parallel to the outer edge of the pavement”

Pavement Distortions Shoving: “a permanent, longitudinal displacement of a localized area of the pave-
ment surface caused by traffic loading”

Rutting: “a surface depression in the wheel paths”

Corrugation: “a series of closely spaced ridges and valleys occurring at fairly regular 
intervals”

Depressions: “localized pavement surface areas with elections slightly lower than 
those of the surrounding pavement”

Bumps and Sags: small and localized upward (bumps) or downward (sags)  
“displacement of the pavement surface”

Patches/Sealant Sealed Cracks: liquid or rubberized asphalt used to seal early stage cracking

Hot/Cold Patches: “an area where the original pavement has been removed and 
replaced by filler material”

Transverse/Longitudi-
nal Cracking

Transverse Cracking: cracks that are perpendicular to the centerline

Longitudinal Cracking: “cracks that are parallel to the pavement’s centerline”

Block Cracking: “interconnected cracks that divide the pavement into approximately 
rectangular pieces”

Reflective Cracking: “cracking beneath the surface course”

Slippage Cracking: “crescent or half-shaped moon shaped cracks, usually transverse 
to the direction of travel”

Surface Deterioration Raveling/Weathering: “the wearing away of the pavement surface due to a loss of 
asphalt or tar binder and dislodged aggregate particles”

Bleeding: “a film of bituminous material on the pavement surface that creates a 
shiny, glasslike reflecting surface that usually becomes quite sticky”

*Definitions are from ASTM D6433

HD-PCI

HD-PCI is a composite rating index on a 0-100 scale, from ‘poor’ to ‘excellent’. It is a composite index because Individual Distress 
Indices are calculated for each distinct pavement distress in a road segment, then aggregated to determine the overall rating. 
RoadBotics’s AI determines the density and severity of the six surface distresses that are present in a road segment. =

HD-PCI ratings are generated at the segment-level, from intersection to intersection, and at the network level. 
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Figure 2 - Severity levels of a distress in a pavement segment Figure 3 - Percent density of a distress to numerical rating conversion

Figure 1 - Individual Distress Index formulas

The severity and density of a distress are measured then converted to a numerical value. The severity level is identified in the 
point-level imagery every ten feet and then combined across the pavement segment to generate an average severity level. Figure 2 
shows the severity levels and the associated numerical values. 

SEVERITY LEVEL NUMERICAL VALUE

Very Slight 1

Slight 2

Moderate 3

Severe 4

Very Severe 5

PERCENT DENSITY DENSITY LEVEL NUMERICAL VALUE

0-10 Few 1

11-20 Intermittent 2

21-40 Frequent 3

41-80 Extensive 4

81-100 Throughout 5

Calculating HD-PCI

Because HD-PCI is a composite rating index, first the Individual Distress Index is determined for each visible distress in a road 
segment. Then, each distress index is aggregated to generate a composite deduct value which is subtracted from the total points 
available (600) to generate the HD-PCI rating.

The Individual Distress Index is calculated for each distinct distress, the formulas are shown in Figure 1. It is derived by totaling the 
numerical values for density and severity, then multiplying them by the distress type’s respective weight to produce a deduct value 
(DV). Each deduct value is subtracted by 100 to produce the Individual Distress Index.

IDIi = 100 - DVi

Where i equates to one of the six pavement distresses and DV is the deduct value.  

DVi = (Si + Di ) x Wi

Where Si is the severity of the prevalent distress i; Di is the density of the prevalent 

distress i; and Wi is the numerical weighting of distress i determined by the degree to 

which the distress affects pavement condition. 

After IDI is determined for each distress, they are added together to form a composite pavement index for the entire segment. The 
composite index is subtracted from the total available points (600) to determine the HD-PCI rating for that segment. The formula is 
shown in Figure 4. 

However, it is important to note that the 
combination of multiple distresses is not 
always cumulative. In accordance with 
the principles set forth in ASTM D6433 
regarding deduct values, when the 
deduct values exceed predetermined 

HPCI = 600 - (IDIPH + IDIFC+IDIPD+IDIPS+IDITL+IDISD )

Where PH is potholes, FC is fatigue cracking, PD is pavement distortions, PS 

is patches/sealant, TL is transverse/longitudinal cracking, and SD is surface 

deterioration.

Figure 4 - HD-PCI formula
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maximums, the lower deduct values are omitted from the HD-PCI score to produce corrected deduct values. This emphasizes the 
most significant distress(es) present within the pavement segment while omitting less substantial surface distress(es).

Data Uploaded to RoadWay
All of the features and functionality described for the RoadWay Basic subscription beginning on page 8 are applicable to RoadWay 
Plus. This section will outline the additional features and functionality associated with IDI and HD-PCI.

Features Guide

The additional features of RoadWay Plus are assessment map enhancements and the Individual Distress Report. 

1. Assessment Map

On the left side panel, in addition to the overall network score, amount of centerline mileage, street address search, and segment 
and point level rating filtering, is the overall network HD-PDI rating, count of potholes, and pothole layer.

When selected, the ‘Show Potholes’ feature signposts every pothole in the road network with a yellow ‘warning’ road sign (yellow 
triangle with an exclamation mark). The location of the pothole(s) is more precise as the user zooms in on the map.

When a point on the assessment map is selected, below the HD-1080p image is the individual distress identifier. When a pavement 
distress is visible in the point level imagery, it will be highlighted in yellow. The ‘Isolate Distresses’ feature above the image allows 
users to find every incidence of that distress in the road segment. To do this, tick one pavement distress then hit the ‘Play’ or ‘Next’ 
buttons to show all the points in that segment with potholes, for example.

To view the segment-level (from intersection to intersection) IDI and HD-PCI data, select a segment on the map. A pane pops up on 
the right that contains information about the segment, Segment Distress Statistics, HD-PCI rating, and point-level images comprising 
that segment. Above the Segment Distress Statistics is the street name, length of segment in feet, and average RoadBotics rating. 
The Segment Distress Statistics gives the count of potholes and patches/sealant, plus the percentage of fatigue cracking, trans-
verse/longitudinal cracking, pavement distortions, and surface deterioration present in that segment. 

The toolbox in the bottom left corner of the map contains useful tools for assessing particular map areas. All of the tools are the 
same, however, the Dynamic Segmentation data contains the Segment Distress Statistics, both summarized for all segments select-
ed, and listed by individual segments in the exportable table. 

2. Individual Distress Analysis

The Road Report Analysis and Individual Distress Analysis are accessed from the assessment map under the network score and 
centerline mileage boxes. The Road Report will populate first, select the Individual Distress Analysis tab above the report to view. 

Per segment, the report summarizes the GPS location, length, RoadBotics rating, HD-PCI score, and number and percentage of 
distresses present. Each column in the table is able to be sorted from highest to lowest or vice versa.

The advanced filtering functionality allows users to filter for segments based on Condition Rating, street or segment view, or the 
presence of pavement distresses. Click on a rating or distress to toggle it ‘on’ or ‘off,’ as indicated by the selected filters showing a 
black circle and bold font. 

Additionally, distresses can be filtered by number or percent of prevalence. When a distress is selected, simply move the slider or 
type the number to adjust for the desired amount.
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ROADWAY MAINTENANCE
The RoadWay Maintenance subscription comes with two detections per year: a pothole detection, which is recommended for com-
pletion in the spring, and a crack detection that is advised for fall.

The Blueprinting and Data Collection processes are the same for RoadWay Maintenance as they are for RoadWay Basic and Road-
Way Plus. The rest of the process, AI Analysis and delivery of the results on RoadWay, are nuanced for the detections. 

Blueprinting
The blueprinting process is the same as the RoadWay Basic subscription. Please refer to page 4 to learn more.

Data Collection
The data collection process is the same as the RoadWay Basic subscription. Please refer to page 5 to learn more.

AI Analysis
The AI Analysis training and quality control processes are the same as the RoadWay Basic subscription. Please refer to page 7 and 
page 8 to learn more about those components of the AI process. 

The RoadWay Maintenance subscription does not assess pavement conditions, therefore, RoadBotics AI is used to identify all the 
occurrences of potholes or cracking in the network.

Data Uploaded to RoadWay
The pothole or cracking data is uploaded to RoadWay, where users can identify the prevalence of either distress on their respective 
detection maps. 

Assessment Map

The base layer of the map is hosted through OpenStreetMap, and the pothole or cracking data is layered on top of it. On the left 
side panel is the count of potholes or percentage of cracking, street address search, show all point button, and the pothole layer for 
the pothole detection.

After logging onto RoadWay, the initial view of the map has all of the point-level data, represented by blue dots, toggled on. Click on 
a point to produce a pane of point-level information on the right side of the map, including the HD 1080p image, street address, 
GPS coordinates, time stamp, and the direction the vehicle is traveling. 

Press the ‘Play’ button to activate the Virtual Driver feature, which automatically jumps from point to point, simulating driving down 
the road. Alternatively, select the ‘Prev’ or ‘Next’ buttons to move one point at a time.

A larger blue and grey circle with a white arrow will appear on the map when a point is selected. This indicates the vehicle’s direction 
because the white arrow represents the view of the road visible in the point-level image.

The toolbox in the bottom left corner of the map contains useful tools for assessing particular map areas.

• Area: the area tool will generate the area of any closed shape drawn on the map. The area is displayed in either squared feet 
or meters.

• Distance: similarly, the distance tool will measure the distance between any two points placed on the map. Distance is 
measured in feet or meters.

• Present: switches the map into 3D mode.
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• Clear: removes all drawn elements.

• Location: recenters the map.

• Map types: displays the background map in different modes, including a dark map, light map, satellite map, and topographic map.

Pothole Detection

The prevalence of potholes can either be viewed in the point-level data or by selecting the ‘Show Potholes’ layer. When selected, the 
‘Show Potholes’ feature signposts every pothole in the road network with a yellow ‘warning’ road sign (yellow triangle with an excla-
mation mark). The location of the pothole(s) is more precise when zoomed in on the map.

Select a road sign to view the HD image with the pothole(s). Use the Virtual Driver feature, by pressing the ‘Play’ button, or hit the 
‘Next’ button to move down the road. 

Crack Detection

The prevalence of cracking in the road network can be viewed in the point-level images. Only those points with cracking detected 
are plotted on the map. Therefore, users can see where clusters of cracking exist in the network.

Admin Panel

Access the Admin Panel by selecting the person icon in the top right corner. View existing users or invite and create new users 
under the Users tab, and see all relevant assessments to that account under the assessments tab. 

Under the Embedded Maps tab, create a customized version of the assessment map to embed into a website by copying and past-
ing the code into an HTML editor.

Other Functionality

On the very left of each component of RoadWay is a light gray sidebar. At the very bottom are the user’s initials. Here, the user can 
make changes to his/her profile.

The gear icon is the settings. Within settings, the color mode can be changed to accommodate for colorblindness by changing the 
rating colors. Additionally, the units can be changed between imperial and metric.

The question mark icon allows users to connect directly with the Customer Experience Team via email to ask questions. The bell 
icon is for notifications and other resources. 

Data Accessibility

The preferred method for viewing a RoadWay Maintenance detection is through RoadWay. However, clients can also receive 
spreadsheet or geospatial data.

RoadBotics spreadsheet data is best utilized for quantitative analysis of the roads. The raw point-level data is delivered in a CSV file 
and viewable in any spreadsheet software. 

For clients who use an existing asset management platform, RoadBotics will supply the geospatial data in a shapefile that easily in-
tegrates into most GIS-enabled platforms. The geospatial data fills the void of pavement condition data and simplifies the pavement 
management planning process.

QUESTIONS? Contact your RoadBotics Expert or info@roadbotics.com for more information


